
The new AI Alliance, backed by IBM, Meta,

ServiceNow, NASA, dozens of universities, and over

fifty founding members, promises progress on

open, safe, and responsible AI. OpenAI, which many

consider not that open, is not among them. 

The Alliance will help to balance industry appetites

for AI with a strong roster of academic and

government partners from around the world with a

total budget of over $80 billion and over 100,000. Well, mostly around the world – Chinese and Russian

companies and institutions were notably absent from the map of partner locations.   

Top goals of the collaboration include:

Developing benchmarks and evaluation standards, tools, and other resources that enable the

responsible development and use of AI systems at global scale, including creating a catalog of

vetted safety, security and trust tools.  

Responsibly advance the ecosystem of open foundation models with diverse modalit ies, including

highly capable multilingual, multi-modal, and science models that can help address society-wide

challenges in climate, education, and beyond. 

Foster a vibrant AI hardware accelerator ecosystem by boosting contributions and adoption of

essential enabling software technology.

Support global AI skills-building and exploratory research. Engage the academic community to

support researchers and students in learning and contributing to essential AI model and tool

research projects.

Develop educational content and resources to inform public discourse and policymakers on AI
benefits, risks, solutions, and precision regulation.

Launch initiatives that encourage open development of AI in safe and beneficial ways, and host

events to explore AI use cases and showcase how Alliance members are using open technology in AI

responsibly and for good.

Open progress
Some industry leaders expect that the AI Alliance will foster the kind of cooperation and growth made

possible by the widespread adoption of open-source practices. Steven Huels, General Manager

Artificial Intelligence Business & Head of Artificial Intelligence Product and Strategy at Red Hat, says: 

Even if many of the foundation models are not formally released as open-source, many of the

supporting tools are already open-source. For example, several open-source projects under the Linux
Foundation AI and data group already focus on explainability, privacy, adversarial robustness (security),

fairness, and evaluation. Red Hat is also active in this space, founding the TrustyAI project and

integrating it  with their OpenShift AI hybrid cloud MLOps platform. 

Open questions
The alliance does raise some interesting questions. Amanda Brock, CEO of OpenUK, a non-profit open

collaboration advocate in the UK, observes that open source has played a seminal role in the evolution

of software in general. Today, nearly 96% of all software has open source software dependencies.

However, these voices and experiences have been largely ignored in the consultation about AI to date.

There are multiple issues at stake here. The EU may potentially carve open source out of certain

requirements of AI legislation. It  is not entirely clear what ‘open source’ will mean in this context. Brock

believes that the Alliance can be crit ical in building this understanding if it  is expanded to offer

membership beyond the initial fifty. 

Of particular note is that the existing Open Source Definition (OSD) as it  applies to software means
there is the ability for anyone to use the code for any purpose. However, licenses like the Meta’s Llama

Community License include an acceptable use policy which obviates this definition of OSD in the
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Truly open AI gets a boost from industry
collaboration with enterprise implications

SUMMARY: Efforts to build open AI are getting a boost from the AI Alliance backed by
IBM, Meta, Intel, NASA, the National Science Foundation, and fifty other
organizations. This could spur research into smaller, more efficient, and
secure models that may be more appropriate for enterprises.

By George Lawton December 12, 2023 Audio mode Dyslexia mode

In the years prior to open source adoption, companies innovated in silos and built competing

technologies that lacked transparency and interoperability. That’s roughly where we are at now with

AI models and tools. The Alliance will create a catalog of vetted safety, security and trust tools.

Additional focus areas for the Alliance are to enable an ecosystem of open foundation models,

ensure a diverse ecosystem of AI hardware, and help to close the AI skill gap ensuring that the

academic community benefits from the Alliance’s thought leadership directly.

We need to identify areas of common need (both software and hardware) where organizations can

engage in order to make progress on those shared problem spaces driving transparency and

interoperability where possible. As in the early days of any technological paradigm shift, there is

ambiguity–one of our primary goals for our members is to collaborate to develop educational

content for policymakers on benefits, risks, solutions, and precision regulation for AI. This will help

to flush ambiguity out of the global system so that our industry more clearly understands the

landscape and is able to safely innovate at their own speed.
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traditional sense of the term. Instead, it  is commercially restricted, requiring a commercial license to

be obtained at 700 million users. Meta has not elaborated on those commercial terms, but their very

existence stops it  from being open source in the true sense of the term.

Additionally, AI introduces new considerations aside from the code itself that include properties that

are unique to AI. Brock explains: 

Many gaps
It 's also important to note that there are many gaps in the Alliance's focus area, such as in data

provenance and the ethical practices used for training models. George Davis, CEO of Frame AI, notes:

However, despite these gaps, Davis believes that open research creates more room to ask these types

of questions even without specific advocacy.  Additionally, watchdogs can inspect and run open

models independently to find evidence relating to source data.  And open research projects like

Databricks' April release of Dolly have provided models of how ethically sourced data can be used

efficiently to advance the state of the art. 

Improving enterprise offerings
Additionally, Davis expects the alliance to promote innovation through specialized models that are

better suited for many practical use cases: 

Davis also believes the alliance will publicize best practices for building secure AI and the tools to make

doing so more attainable for more participants. For example, Meta followed up on the launch of the

Alliance with the release of Purple Llama, a suite of practices and tools for building safer AI models.

Davis predicts:

My take
It  is worth noting that the AI Alliance work is not technically advocating for open-source, data

transparency, or development process transparency, which sometimes gets conflated with many other
kinds of open things. They are, in fact, advocating for open and transparent innovation, open

development, open science, open technologies, open community, open foundation models, and many

other open things. The IBM press release includes the word ‘open’ 85 times. 

Some of the open-source contributions do not necessarily come with transparency about what data

they were trained on or the labor practices involved. Transparent was only mentioned once in the

actual press release and then another seven times in the follow-up quotes. 

The transformation of open source into other kinds of openness for promoting innovation is not

necessarily a bad thing. 

As Davis notes:

Regulators worldwide are all grappling with balancing the obvious benefits that have accrued from

traditional open-source models against the tradeoffs of enabling bad actors and geopolit ical

adversaries. Including lots of academic institutions that may guide the development of responsible

and ethical AI will make a lot of sense. Only time will tell how this all pans out. 

Brock believes we need to think about the nuances of shades of openness:

We are looking not to the software of the past, but to the AI of the future, and in this context, we

must consider applying openness to weights, models, and data - as well as to the code. That

means that there needs to be a better understanding of the different levels of openness and

components that can be opened up and to the place each has in AI. Of course, the level of risk is

different in each, and therefore, the regulatory requirements differ.

"

It's a fair callout that those forms of openness are not directly included in AI Alliance's focus

areas. The supply chain that creates AI is more complex and labor intensive than the software

industry has dealt with previously, and I know many researchers (including myself as well as

signatories at AI Alliance organizations) would love to see more leadership and targeted advocacy

for both creators' rights and labor rights within that supply chain.

"

A lot of public attention has been focused on the progress of cutting edge, expensive, generalist

foundation models, such as GPT-4 and Gemini. But much of the economic value AI will generate

must come through specialized, less expensive models that can be deployed broadly without

rerouting the power grid. The open research community is well-suited and, so far,

disproportionately responsible for the exploration of these specialized models. Promoting open

research will lead to a much more robust AI ecosystem where users can pick the right tool for a
task, rather than paying top dollar for a model that can plan a menu or write a sonnet with equal

facility.

"

I think in the coming months, we'll see an increase in projects like this from the open community,

many of which may plug holes in the threat models being considered by closed labs today. I

believe the open community will demonstrate to regulators that we can have a more robust
security/safety ecosystem when the rules permit a wide variety of actors to participate.

"

In my view, there are many forms of openness, but they lead into each other even when pursued

independently."

The most efficient regulatory response will be a joined-up international one, and that joined-up

response needs to be built on mature and cohesive input from industry, academia, and the
representative bodies of open technology - not just open source software. Understanding the

different opens (software, hardware, data, of old and now the weights and models of AI) and that

what is shared as open may include ‘shades of openness’ will be crucial.

We need to ensure that regulation is appropriate to the levels of openness applied. For example, a

truly open source LLM like Falcon, with its software on an Open Source Initiative approved license,

may well be in a different regulatory position from one like Llama distributed on the Llama

Community License with commercial restrictions, which have very different implications. If we

don’t build this understanding into regulation from the beginning, then it will be fundamentally

"
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flawed, and we’ll be doing the equivalent of regulating a bicycle and a car with the same regulations

as they are both vehicles.
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